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DURAGRAIN PRIVACY

5 Reasons Why More Consumers are Choosing Vinyl

Since its introduction into the 
US market over 30 years ago, 
vinyl has become the ultimate 
choice in durable, beautiful 
fencing. In the last ten years, 
even more homeowners are 
now looking to vinyl as the 
low maintenance alternative 
to wood. With the tremendous 
advantages vinyl fencing 
offers, here are five key 
reasons to make it 
your choice:

www.duramaxBP.com

1 Durable and Permanent 
Vinyl fencing is the only fencing system that is durable and 

permanent. Unlike wood or metal, vinyl is designed to withstand 
the elements. Vinyl will never fade, rot, rust or look old. It’s 
the only fence you’ll need for the life of your property. With 
vinyl, you’ll never have to worry about replacing your fencing 
or settling for a yard that looks old and rundown. 

3 Beautiful Designs 
No other fencing gives you the beautiful choices that 

vinyl does.  Don’t just settle for a wood dog ear fence or a 
metal bar fence.  Vinyl gives you all the design choices you 
could possibly ask for.  A large variety of styles and designs 
with accents and accessories that match every setting makes 
vinyl fencing the most beautiful fence available today.

2 Low Maintenance
One of the best reasons for having vinyl fencing is that 

it is very low maintenance.  Maintaining a wood or metal fence 
is more work than you may think.  
Imagine having to repaint or repair 
a faded, rotted, chipped or rusted 
fence every five years!  And what 
happens when you give up and stop 
maintaining?  Your property starts 
to look old.  The beauty of vinyl 
is that it’s low maintenance.  Just 
wash your vinyl fence with soap 
and water and you have a fence that 
looks like brand new all over again! 

4 An Affordable, High-End Upgrade to 
your Property 

With all the design choices for the front of your property, the 
back of the property, around the pool, as a garden separator 
and so much more,  no other fencing can be such a high 
end upgrade to your property.  Sure custom ornamental iron 
fencing is a beautiful option but it costs a fortune.  Vinyl is 
much more affordable, offers many ornamental designs and 
is the best way to upgrade your property. 

5 A Great Value Compared to Wood                              
and Metal Fencing 

Ordinary wood and metal fencing may seem more affordable 
than vinyl...but that’s only on the day you buy them.  Give a wood 
or metal fence just five short years and watch the maintenance 
costs creep on you.  And when you don’t want to replace them 
because the cost is too much, you’re stuck with an ugly old fence 
that’s a drag on your property.  In a short five years, vinyl starts 
to become more affordable than any wood or metal alternative.  
And what’s best is you’ll never have to worry about repairing, 
repainting, or replacing your fence ever again!



GATES PATIO COVERS, DECK & RAILINGDURAGRAIN PRIVACY

Local Fabricators and Trained Dealers

Beautiful Designs Customized for your Property

TRADITIONAL

Why                  ?
The Most Durable Vinyl Fence Available Today

*Excludes DuraMAX Value Line Series
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As the leading manufacturer of vinyl fencing 
in the west, we design our vinyl products 
specifically to withstand the hot Southwest 
sun.  DuraMax has been manufacturing in 
Southern California for 25 years and we’ve 
perfected our vinyl products to meet the 
regions extreme weather conditions.

DuraMax brings you beautiful designs that can be 
customized to match your specific architecture. 

We offer a large variety of post caps, picket styles, 
lattice tops and accessories to meet your every 
need. And every fence is custom designed and 
manufactured locally.

We have a network of trained local dealers and 
fabricators who can design and install your 

custom project.  All of our products are installed 
by these professionals and will meet or exceed our 
factory standards. 

►
The walls of all DuraMax vinyl fence materials are 
thick for strength and durability. Thicker walled 
materials eliminate problems such as warping, 
cracking and sagging for the life of the product and 
assures you that your DuraMax products will be 
trouble free for years to come.

Thick Walls for Strength and Durability

How do you know if a vinyl fence is up to industry 
quality standards?  Well fortunately, there is an 
industry standard ASTM F964 for vinyl fencing.  
The standard sets minimum quality levels for 
characteristics like impact resistance, heat warpage 
and cold temperature cracking.  DuraMax beats 
these standards across every category!  Ask for our 
technical sheets to learn more.  If you’re looking for 
a durable vinyl fence, make sure it exceeds ASTM 
F964 standards.*

DuraMax Exceeds The Industry 
Standard ASTM F964 for Vinyl Fencing

►

All DuraMax vinyl fencing is built by routing and 
interlocking the different fencing parts together. Routed 
and interlocked members are strong and will never pull 
apart. We don’t use external brackets with unsightly 
screws that crack, break, discolor and fail over time.  
When you buy DuraMax, you are buying maximum 
durability.

►

►

“Route & Lock” Construction

Our proprietary DuraResin vinyl formulation is 
specifically designed to stand up to the hot Southwest 
sun. DuraResin boasts over 12 parts of TiO2 (Titanium 
Dioxide) and highly perfected UV Inhibitors giving 
DuraMax vinyl the highest rated UV stability and 
weatherability of any vinyl.  With DuraResin you 
won’t worry about your vinyl fence yellowing. You 
can be sure you’re getting the highest quality vinyl 
designed to give you a durable and permanent fencing 
solution.

Proprietary DuraResin Material



Vinyl Patio Covers Give You a Lifetime of Care-Free Use
Patio   Covers

Patio Covers

■ Low maintenance and durable vinyl
■ Unlike wood, vinyl will NOT rot,  
    warp, crack, attract termites, or ever
    need painting
■ Unlike aluminium, vinyl is quiet in  
    the rain and will be cool to the touch
    under the sun
■ Available in white or tan

BENEFITS

Construction is all ROUTE-AND-LOCK 
so there are no unsightly screws or 

brackets that can rust or corrode.  These 
routed patio structures are steel-reinforced 
and incredibly strong.

Low maintenance    
vinyl patio covers 

have become the 
product of choice by 
landscape  designers, 
architects and 
homeowners.

These solid structures 
have an impressive look 
and feel.

Free-standing or attached to your home, patio covers must be anchored
to concrete or deck surfaces

This patio cover is attached to the structure of the house

This backyard comes to life with the addition of a vinyl patio cover

Louvered patio covers provide superior shading and can Include railing, lights, and fans
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GAZEBO

GAZEBO

Gazebos are a stylish and practical addition to your yard. These graceful structures 
will complement your landscape and enhance your backyard.  Gazebos are 

a wonderful place to enjoy with others or just a quiet retreat.  Built with durable 
Duramax vinyl, the structures will never rot, attract termites or require paint.   A 
gorgeous gazebo will become your very favorite backyard feature.

Traditional Single Roof Gazebo 

Premier Triple Roof Gazebo

Gazebos Enhance your Backyard and Lifestyle
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BENEFITS

Beautiful In and Out

■  An elegant structure that
    provides shade and beauty
■ Three Designs Available:
    • Traditional Single Roof
    •  Classic Double roof
    •  Premier Triple Roof
■  Roof colors available in
    White, Tan and Adobe
■  Available in diameters of 
    9', 11' and 13'
■  Durable and Low Maintenance
     Duramax Vinyl

Traditional Single Roof Gazebo

CLASSIC SINGLE ROOF GAZEBO



OUR PRIVACY LINE WILL BEAUTIFY
AND SECURE ANY BACKYARD

DURAGRAIN PRIVACY

DuraGrain

DuraMax has engineered the perfect substitute for wood fencing.  Made 
of durable vinyl, our DuraGrain wood-like fences offer an amazing “real 

wood” texture and grain.  By combining poly vinyl extrusions with molecular 
engraving technology, we’ve created low maintenance wood like texture 
fences in a wide array of colors to beautify your landscape.

DuraGrain

■ Enjoy the rich look of grain woods
■ Choose from 6 grain colors: 
   White, Tan, Adobe, Cedar, Weathered and Rustic
■ Get UV protected colors that will not fade or discolor
■ Accent your fence by choosing different post and rail colors
■ Provides traditional beauty and elegance with a lifetime of 
   care-free performance
■ Captures the look and feel of real wood

BENEFITS

The Beauty of Wood Grain in Durable Vinyl

www.duramaxBP.com

DURAGRAIN PRIVACY - CEDAR

DURAGRAIN WITH  ACCENT TOP

DURAGRAIN PRIVACY- ADOBE



Privacy

Privacy

DuraMax offers a line of privacy fences that come in custom styles and 
colors including solid, lattice, and picket top privacy styles.

Unlike wood privacy fencing, DuraMax gives you a lifetime of privacy 
with none of the headaches typically found in wood fences, such as rotting, 
termites, water stains and other wear-and-tear.

DuraMax privacy fencing is built using an interlocking system that is 
guaranteed to never pull apart.

All DuraMax privacy fencing comes with a Lifetime Transferable Warranty.

PRIVACY WITH ACCENT TOP

Our Privacy Fence will Beautify and Secure any Backyard

ACCENT TOP GATE

TWO TONE WALL TOPPER

PRIVACY LATTICE TOP

■ Unlike wood fence, no wear, no rotting,
    no termites, or water stains
■ Beautiful accent lattice or picket top options
■ Routed construction provides a strong and durable  
   fence, without unsightly brackets, screws or nails
    

BENEFITS

PRIVACY TONGUE AND GROOVE
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OUR PRIVACY LINE WILL BEAUTIFY
AND SECURE ANY BACKYARD

CLOSED PICKET 7/8" X 1 1/2"

GATE

POOL STYLE 7/8" X 1 1/2"

CLOSED PICKET 7/8" X 1 1/2"
■ Meets pool codes
■ You will never need to paint
■ Will never fade, rot, rust or look old

BENEFITS

Perimeter

Perimeter

Perimeter Fences Beautify and Secure
Property lines and Protect Poolsides Semi-Privacy

Semi-privacy is the Ideal Choice to Give
Your Property Light Privacy

■ Beautiful vinyl fences with the benefit  
   of light coming through and semi-privacy
■ No cracking, peeling, chipping, rotting
   or fading

BENEFITS

7/8" X 6" SEMI-PRIVACY

Semi-Privacy

7/8" X 6" FLAT CAP

7/8" X 3" SEMI-PRIVACY



Traditional

Traditional
Traditional Fences Create a Nostalgic

Feel of Good Old Fashion Fencing

■ Beautiful picket fences with a nostalgic look
■ No cracking, peeling, chipping, rotting or fading
■ Looks new forever
■ Good Neighbor Routed design gives you a
   beautiful look on both sides
   

BENEFITS

STRAIGHT DOG EAR PICKET

FACE MOUNT PICKET

SCALLOP SPADE PICKET

SCALLOP DOG EAR PICKET

OUR PRIVACY LINE WILL BEAUTIFY
AND SECURE ANY BACKYARD

ALTERNATING PYRAMID

STEP UP PYRAMID

ORNAMENTAL PICKET

■ Different designs and ornamental caps
■ Will never rust
■ Never needs painting
■ Beautiful ornamental designs replace iron

BENEFITS

Classic Fences Create A World Of
Classical ArchitectureClassic

Classic

SCALLOP PYRAMID PRIVACY

www.duramaxBP.com



GATES

GATES

Open Style Gate

Picket Top Privacy Gate

Full Privacy Two Tone Gate

www.duramaxBP.com

Vinyl Gates Beautify and Protect your Property

Every home has a gate and there is no better solution than a durable
and attractive vinyl gate designed to meet your homes style.

www.duramaxBP.com

■ “Real Wood” Texture and Grain
■ Thick walls eliminate cracking, sagging
   and warping
■ Smooth vinyl will keep animals from  
   getting splinters and cuts
■ Will not fade, rot, or look old

BENEFITS

4 RAIL RANCH GRAIN 

2 RAIL RANCH GRAIN

3 RAIL RANCH SMOOTH VINYLRanch Rail

Ranch Rail
Look & Feel of Real Wood in Durable Vinyl

■ Low Maintenance
■ Rust Proof
■ Never Needs Painting
■ Beautiful Designs

BENEFITS
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 DECK GRAIN CLOSE-UP

 SLATE GRAY 
 SANDSTONE

■ Vinyl will NOT mold, splinter, rot,
    peel, crack or attract termites
■ Color fast vinyl will not fade
■ Slip resistant wood grain surface
■ Light colors stays cool to the touch
    under the hot sun and is fire resistant
■ No visible screws or nails give a clean  
    finished look

BENEFITS

SANDSTONE DECK & RAIL

SLATE GREY DECK & VINYL RAILING

DURADECK

DURADECK & RAIL

SLATE GREY DECK & GLASS RAILING

DuraDECK is the only rigid vinyl deck that offers all the simplicity of a 
composite deck yet gives you the advantages of polyvinyl.  DuraDECK 

delivers the simple beauty of a 6” wood grain composite deck with our proprietary 
cellular PVC coextrusion technology.

Installation is easy using conventional deck screws.  No brackets, clips or any 
other complications to worry about.  What’s more, our seamless Tongue & Groove 
design eliminates all visible screw marks on the surface.  

DuraDECK delivers the beauty and simplicity of a composite deck but with many 
more advantages found only in polyvinyl.

The Beauty of a Composite Deck & Rail but All the Advantages of Rigid Vinyl



Standard Post Caps

POST CAPS
EXTERNAL PYRAMID INTERNAL PYRAMID TRADITIONAL CLASSIC BALL GOTHIC

ANTIQUE COPPER

ANTIQUE GOLD

ANTIQUE GRAY

BLACK

ANTIQUE BROWN

PATINA

Neptune
Post Caps

DECORATIVE
ACCENT CAPS

PATINA POST CAPS WITH WHITE GRAIN FENCE

ANTIQUE GOLD POST CAP WITH CEDAR WOOD FENCE

ANTIQUE GRAY POST CAP WITH BEIGE/ADOBE GRAIN FENCE

Traditional & Classic Picket Caps

NARROW  SPADEDOG EAR WIDE SPADE ARROW HEAD

Add an Elegant Touch to your Beautiful Vinyl Fencing

ANTIQUE COPPER

ANTIQUE GOLD

ANTIQUE GRAY

BLACK

PATINA

ANTIQUE BROWN

Cape May
Post Caps

BLACK POST CAP WITH ADOBE SMOOTH/GRAIN FENCE

ANTIQUE COPPER POST CAP WITH CEDAR GRAIN FENCE

ANTIQUE BROWN POST CAP WITH BEIGE/ADOBE GRAIN FENCE

www.duramaxBP.com
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COLOR 
CHART

White Tan Beige Adobe Sandstone Slate Gray White
Grain

Tan
Grain

Adobe
Grain

Weathered
Grain

Cedar
Grain

Rustic
Grain

Patio Covers • • • •
DuraGrain • • • • • •

Gazebo • • •
Privacy • • • • • • • • • •

Traditional • •
Perimeter • •

Semi Privacy •
Classic •

Ranch Rail • • • • •
DuraDeck • •
DuraRail •
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DuraMax Building Products, a division of US Polymers Inc., is 
the leading manufacturer of vinyl fences on the West Coast.  DuraMax™ 
specializes in the extrusion of building products including vinyl fencing, 
patio covers, railing and decking - all specifically designed to withstand 
the destructive sun in the Southwest region.

US Polymers is a large vinyl extruder located in Los Angeles, California, 
extruding quality vinyl products for the Southwest since 1983.

Our range of vinyl products includes DuraMax™ Storage Sheds, Window 
Shutters, Irrigation Pipe Systems and custom vinyl profiles.

FULLY TRANSFERABLE LIFETIME WARRANTY

DuraMax™  backs all its products with a fully transferable Lifetime 
Warranty.  All DuraMax™ products have been designed and proven to 
stand the test of time under the hot Southwest sun.

Copies of our warranty are available for review.  DuraMax™ is a 
member of the American Fence Association and is actively involved 
in establishing the highest quality standards for the vinyl fencing 
industry.

Engineered For Maximum DurabilityTM

Distributed By

DuraMax Vinyl Building Products are 100% recyclable 
and reusable. They never need to end up in a landfill.

In fact, we recycle over a million pounds of Poly Vinyl every year!

The USGBC found that Poly Vinyl performs better relative to 
environmental impact than alternative materials studied.

Go Green with DuraMax!

PAINT  FREE
Made in 
the USA

Poly Vinyl is
FIRE RESISTANT


